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Finds on your Doorstep – 4000 years of life in Kirton-in-Lindsey - finds recorded on the 

Portable Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk) – by Martin Foreman, 

Finds Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire 
 

Prehistory, from the Bronze Age to end of the Iron Age (2350 BC – AD 43) 10 records 
 

Early finds from Kirton have been reported scattered across its fields. The earliest objects were two axes 

from the Middle Bronze Age (1800-1000 BC), both worn, and a fragment from the Late Bronze Age (1000 – 

800 BC). All were found west of Kirton. The earlier axes were perhaps most significant for what could be 

made with them; their find-spots need not point to their ritual deposition.  

Iron Age finds include pottery and oven fragments from the airfield south of Kirton. These unlovely objects 

are important indicators of nearby settlement. A contemporary coin of the Corieltauvi comes from the 

western side of the parish. 
 

A flanged axehead and the blade of another bronze axe are from the time when the Humber region led 

Europe in the making of boats. A later socketed axe may be less likely to have seen use as a craft tool. 

                                              
                                   Flanged axe and axe blade fragment                                       Socketed axe fragment 
                                     WILT-4A155B                        NLM-5576F0                                                                                     SWYOR-6CE3ED 

 

A penannular ring found west of Kirton may be Early Iron Age or earlier. Ceramic finds indicate Late Iron 

Age settlement near the airfield, and a yellow metal coin core comes from the west of the parish. 

 

       
     Ring                          Iron Age Potsherds                                Burnt daub walling       Coin  
   NLM-ED0A92                                  NLM-ED012C                           NLM-ECF4D7                          NLM-ED1AC3                  SWYOR-DA0899 

 

The Roman period (AD 43-410) 318 records 
The quantity of Roman finds reported from Kirton-in-Lindsey points to the parish being busy at this time. A 

typical lowland pattern of Iron Age settlement comprised small farms lying a kilometre or two apart, so it is 

difficult to assert where people lived, as opposed to where they manured their fields. 

Coins indicate a Roman presence from the later 1st century onwards, with a significant and prominent 

representation of the latest 4th-century issues. All are presumably linked to the course of Ermine Street 

between Lincoln and the Humber a kilometre east of Kirton’s boundary, and converging with it to the south.  
 

Silver Flavian coins from when the legions crossed the Humber in AD 70. Hod Hill brooches are of 

Continental origin and associated with the Army. A fine pommel was provincial work for a Roman patron. 

        
Denarii: legionary pay was about one a day            Hod Hill brooches                  Ram sword pommel 
YORYM-23CA6A          YORYM-24660D     SWYOR-038C46          SWYOR-757386                     SWYOR-E80AD3                      NLM-9EC006 
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The Roman period (AD 43-410) continued 
Bow brooches of the 1st and 2nd centuries included regional variations on a basic safety-pin form: earlier 

versions were spring-fastened, later ones had hinged pins. Kirton presents a modest sample of the tribal 

styles of eastern Britain, including those of East Anglia (Iceni) and Yorkshire (Brigantia), areas linked by 

Ermine Street; Corieltauvian styles seem strangely rare. 

Later finds include few dress accessories, and these are linked to official uniforms of the later Empire. 

Others, including numerous small coins, may relate to taxation supporting an essentially self-serving 

apparatus of control and extraction; other evidence for Romanised lifestyles is not abundant. 
 

Headstud brooches were perhaps made at Castleford, and are common. A rearhook fastening system may 

mark brooches of Iceni style, while the swirling dragonesque plate brooch form was preferred in Brigantia. 

         
                 Varieties of headstud brooch                                  Brooches of Iceni style                  Brigantian 
        SWYOR-F6F4E2          LIN-FA21FE                                  SWYOR-5E03F6             NLM-3A7C0E                        NLM-8EAD45           SWYOR-FFA511    
  
Plain ‘dolphin’ brooches are an eastern British type, common where auxillaries were stationed. A flat plate 

brooch was imported from Germany. A P-shaped brooch is a later military type, as are ‘amphora’ strap ends. 

                                        

               Eastern British                             German plate brooch    P-shaped brooch and military belt end 
NLM-8C2899                FAKL-AE9B92                                  NLM-8EDEE4                              SWYOR-6FBF65                                  LIN-E38635           

 

The 3rd-century coins were common, with hoards also known between Kirton and Ermine Street. Carausian 

issues seem rare, and 4th-century coins suggest an official presence was re-imposed strongly and for longer 

than in other places. In this, Kirton resembles nearby Hibaldstow, on the other side of Ermine Street. 

          
             Radiate issues of the central Empire                  Gallic Empire and irregular issues 
YORYM-43B2C4 YORYM-24EEED NLM-E87454        SWYOR-EAB784     YORYM-1473C2 YORYM-CD1138 SWYOR-FCE9C5   SWYOR-FDEE12 

       
                           House of Constantine         House of Valentinian 
SWYOR-5852EE YORYM-14C509             SWYOR-D55202 FAKL-AF19F6      SWYOR-99874D    YORYM-CD8BA5 SWYOR-02C751 SWYOR-D60FA4 

  
Weights may relate to taxation in coin or in kind, and literacy enabled administration and reporting receipts.  

                                  

              Weight, for later coins?              Steelyard weights for bulk goods            Seal box and stylus 
           NLM-54B101                                                NLM-8CE15E                    NLM-FDD054                     SWYOR-822736               SWYOR-042123 
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The Early to Middle Anglo-Saxon period (410 - 850) 10 records 

 
Anglo-Saxons were invited to bolster later Roman or sub-Roman rule, and the custom of costumed burial 

marks their arrival. The distribution of artefacts from Anglian costumes might suggest no less than four 

cemeteries set around Kirton, roughly to north, south, east and west. Some were probably small plots, and all 

might appear to respect a Roman tradition of extramural burial. That to the south, next to a road, was used 

over several generations. The westernmost was extensive, and its users included people of British identity.  
 

Germanic cruciform brooches appear alongside a British penannular brooch to the west. A burial north of 

Kirton may have been isolated. An eastern cemetery produced a pin fragment perhaps from a later grave. 

                          
             SWYOR-7EBBD2                    YOR-6F6E7B        SWYOR-EC09E8         NLM-54C291             NLM-554291                                       YORYM-F72623    

      Western cemetery with British brooch                     Eastern roadside graves             Northern burial                 
 

At the southern cemetery, a cruciform brooch, clasp and girdle hanger of the 6th century appear alongside a 

work box lid perhaps from a 7th-century grave. If so, burial here had continued over several generations. 

             
   Finds from a longer-lived southern cemetery          Middle Saxon pins: the first possibly from a grave 
YORYM-030B33                         LIN-E3F5E6      LIN-E3C3A3      LIN-E32932                                NLM-53BCD4            YORYM-FD31A2   NLM-553422 

 

The Viking and Anglo-Scandinavian periods (850 - 1066) 15 records 
 

That English community so sparsely represented by its finds may have fallen to Viking incursions following 

the Roman road. Game pieces – or weights for a world without coins – may mark their coming. 

An Anglo-Scandinavian society followed the conversion of pagan raider to Christian settler, but people used 

metalwork whose decoration looked back to the heritage of the pagan North. A coin fragment and bridle 

trapping from Kirton itself indicate settlement in the area of the modern town. Its intricate street plan may 

commemorate Viking subdivision of a larger estate into separate manors, each with its own lord. 
 

Viking armies destroyed the authorities which had issued coins, and reverted to using silver bullion. Their 

settlement and conversion to Christianity, however, may have promoted trade and the rapid growth of towns. 

                  
       Weights or game pieces         Viking or later spindle whorls         From Anglo-Scandinavian Kirton 
      SWYOR-DAF61B                  NLM-539157                SWYOR-57B72A      NLM-4C3406                                     NLM-8C0D33          YORYM-FE9656 

 

Anglo-Scandinavian finds show a Christian culture still steeped in styles and tales drawn from a pagan past. 

                              

    Ring and hooked tag            Horse trappings populated by monsters  Bird brooch or Holy Spirit?  
NLM-62EFB4             NLM-3A5831                    NLM-3B2424          FAKL-BB7354               SWYOR-4AEFA8                                 LIN-39FB8D 
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The Medieval period (1066-1500) 123 records  

Medieval activity suggested by coins extends from the reign of Stephen to Henry VII (1135-1509). Among 

these, issues of Edward I (1272-1307) loom large. They may reflect the 13th century advance of royal 

jurisdiction, in which Kirton was involved as an administrative centre, and its function as a market town. 

Seal matrices point to the literacy of some of its educated townsfolk.  

Finds are reported from both in and around the town. The most common artefacts are strap fittings, 

including strap ends and buckles of simpler forms. Pilgrim badges are relatively common, perhaps a legacy 

of travel down Ermine Street to Walsingham.  
 

Silver coins suggest an Edwardian peak to commercial activity at Kirton. Earlier halfpennies and farthings 

point to everyday transactions, but Edwardian issues may include pennies paid for war service or court fines. 

        
        Silver farthings, halfpennies, pennies and a groat (fourpence), from Stephen to Henry VI 
SWYOR-824609          DENO-756DE4   LIN-242B68    FAKL-DBFB96           SWYOR-594BFA              SWYOR-5839D5  SWYOR-183750 SWYOR-75E830 

 

Seal matrices include a gryphon; the seal of Genevieve wife of Hugo; a Classical motif representing the Old 

Year and the New; and a devotional legend. The owners were from an educated class of literate townsfolk.  

                                         
   Gryphon motif    Seal of Gene’ wife of Hugh        New Year motif                            Devotional legend 
SWYOR-83410A                                     IHS-547A80                                                 IHS-4BE2A4                                                                NLM-4F4857   

 

Buckles were usually simpler one-piece castings. Later medieval buckles are particularly common, perhaps 

because after the Black Death (1348-1350) people left villages for market towns. They would thereby escape 

the tightening of feudal labour laws and could enjoy greater freedom to engage in commerce, crafts or trade. 

       

  Buckles from about 1200 to 1500; most were simple one-piece castings which might be made locally 
NLM-670371            NLM-672EA3                NLM-E616A5  SWYOR-FF9892   SWYOR-FF87D7   NLM-E63422  NLM-E5A6E6  NLM-548132  NLM-E68FB3 

 

A cross might guard the living from plague or the dead from Purgatory. Ampullae are probably souvenirs 

from Walsingham, while St Margaret of Antioch, with a cult at Ketsby, Lincolnshire, helped in childbirth. 

        

Magical pendant and mortuary crosses          Ampullae from holidays to Walsingham        St Margaret 
YORYM-662485       NLM-4F7991              NLM-D15376                    NLM-8CB455          NLM-4BA415       NLM-CE0AB2  NLM-CDE912 SWYOR-5DC01E 
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The Post-Medieval period (1500-1900) 86 records 

Finds come from to the east, west and south of the town, presumably marking where its arable fields 

received rubbish swept from the town. The medieval sequence of silver coins continues almost without 

interruption, with the reign of Elizabeth I (1558-1603) especially conspicuous. Dress accessories are rarer 

than before, some categories markedly so. This might hint at the recycling of clothes within the town, old 

garments descending down its social scale rather than being discarded. Animal bells may indicate a slow 

shift from arable regimes to pastoral farming of sheep, while spurs might be lost by travellers or townsmen. 
 

Tudor Kirton: coins of higher values reflect inflation and prosperity. There was also repression. Nationwide, 

about 70,000 felons were hanged under Good Queen Bess: the theft of a sixpence could lead to the gallows. 

       
      Tudor coins indicate sustained local prosperity, outstripping that enjoyed by smaller communities 
SWYOR-99AE3F             LIN-A561D6                   YORYM-033ADA   SWYOR-6DEA20    SWYOR-5EF97E        SWYOR-6E0B74   SWYOR-5EDADF 

 

Dress and strap fittings are unusually rare, and some of those discarded were beyond use. There may also 

have been Puritan objection to ornate forms or those with Catholic resonance, as well as reduced deposition. 

               
Buckles worn beyond use     One piece forms           Later shoe buckles       Mounts and a tag or clasp 
YORYM-13847F YORYM-1309BB YORYM-03B1A4 SWYOR-83E511  SWYOR-07EFF6  NLM-4B6063    SWYOR-90CF45     NLM-53CFE7  NLM-D070E1 

 

Bells were attached to sheep, particularly a bell wether which led the flock. Spurs from Kirton are unusually 

complete, and may mark losses by townsfolk, or discarding old spurs in favour of more fashionable forms. 

        
          Animal bells from when sheep ate men*            Unusually complete spurs found around Kirton 
         YORYM-02E891                    NLM-1938C1         NLM-CF7612          SWYOR-EA43BA             SWYOR-5E5DFE               NLM-559113 
 

Lead objects include important evidence for the use of lead pencils. A solitary (and re-used) whorl contrasts 

with the larger groups from villages, while brass spoons and a gold ring mark new urban styles of prosperity. 

       
 Lead pencils in a case         Reused weight     Whorl reused            Spoon            Gold finger ring 
      SWYOR-CE18D5                                             NLM-DA8AF1               NLM-FCAA63                   NLM-4BAE58 NLM-61E243 

 

* The man-eating sheep of Kirton-in-Lindsey?  

This was the phrase by which Thomas More satirised the conversion of arable land to pasture by landlords keen to evict traditional 

tenants to make way for sheep ranches requiring fewer workers. 


